Long distance migrations are well known to occur in many baleen whale species. Yet, a global synthesis 10 of this information is lacking. Here, we study baleen whales as a group and at a global scale, first 11 analyzing the grey and peer-reviewed literature for information on the location of baleen whale calving 12 and feeding grounds around the world. This information was then combined with modeled-data produced 13 from an Earth System Model to estimate the global distribution of baleen whale calving and feeding 14 habitats. A simple network theoretic heuristic was then used to identify the shortest over-water path 15 connecting habitats. These shortest paths map well to known major migration routes for a number 16 of species, suggesting that migration has evolved primarily to minimize travel distances. Identifying 17 distance minimizing routes globally, that have demonstrable consistency to known migration routes for 18 certain baleen whale species, o↵ers a useful baseline perspective on large-scale migration patterns, from 19 which many perturbations can by judged. As an example, we used our modeled migration routes to 20 identify regions of the ocean that are likely hotspots of whale ship-strikes. Such information is useful for 21 developing global conservation and management priorities for baleen whales.
grid-cells were assigned an infinite distance. Dijkstra's algorithm was then applied to this ocean network, 142 identifying the shortest over-water or "ocean distance" between two given locations in the sea. However, 7 because the network is constructed over a grid, unrealistic city-block paths were typical solutions. To 144 solve this problem we added small amounts of white noise to the network edges, and applied Dijkstra's 145 algorithm a number of times (typically 1000), creating a set of candidate shortest paths. From the set 146 of candidate shortest paths we calculated the most likely (or expected) shortest path between a given 147 calving-feeding grid cell pair. Using this information, we identified the shortest path between calving 148 and feeding regions. This approach is still a heuristic, and as a result the shortest paths are not exact 149 solutions. An example shortest path is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, numerous candidate paths are identified 150 by the black dots, and the expected shortest path in red. The starting location is o↵ Costa Rica, and the 151 destination location is o↵ Vancouver Island. The shortest path hugs the coast, and resembles the path 152 taken by baleen whale species that migrate in this region (for example, blue whales [5] ).
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When compared qualitatively to the information gained from the literature ( Fig. 3) , the habitat clas- . The distribution of baleen whale calving (green) and feeding (orange) habitats, and major migration routes, estimated qualitatively from the literature (peer and grey literature, as well as numerous website; see supplementary information). The major migration routes are generalizations of many specific regional examples, and are only meant to describe the major patterns of baleen whale migration at a global scale. Further, these routes are used to connect the feeding and calving regions, we do not attempt to describe whale movement within these habitats. The circular arrow in the Indian ocean identifies a resident group found there [36] . and third (c) shortest migration paths between all calving and feeding regions, identified using our modified Dijkstra's algorithm. Calving regions are identified in green, the feeding regions in orange. The di↵erent shades of green and orange are used to simply di↵erentiate the regions. Shortest paths are those that minimize ocean distance (colorbar: 1000 0 s km). These paths are not exact solutions to the shortest-path problem, hence there are curves and bends to them. However, these do not impact the comparison of migration routes and distances between regions of the world's oceans.
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Literature Review
We collected information on the distribution of baleen whale calving and feeding habitats, and their migration routes. Quantitative -geo-referenced -information was obtained from peer-reviewed literature and is listed in Table A1 , with corresponding articles in the subsequent bibliography. Qualitative information -non geo-referencedfrom the grey-literature: websites and non-peer reviewed publications are listed at the end.
Habitat type
Latitude Longitude Species Reference Figure S1 : (a). Habitat modeling cross-validation error for calving (left) and feeding (right) habitats. The classification tree algorithm is applied multiple times (orange lines), as pseudo-absence locations are chosen at random. This results in an expected cross-validation error (grey line). The data used covers the period from 1 January 2010 -31 March 2010. We log-transformed this data then normalized it to [0,1], before interpolating to locations along the major migration pathways, inferred from our ocean-distance minimizing algorithm. For more information on this data see https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/maritimeforum/content/1603 Figure S3 : First (a), second (b) and third (c) shortest migration paths between all calving and feeding regions. Calving regions are identified in green, the feeding regions in orange. The di↵erent shades of green and orange are used to simply di↵erentiate the regions. Shortest paths are those that minimize travel time (colorbar: days); assuming a constant swimming speed of 80 km day 1
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